
A� Cas� Mi� Centur� Moder� Bras�
Instrumen� Mouthpiec� Desig�

It’s true, the average person, who has never

attempted to, or been formally trained on how to play

a brasswind instrument, has no realization and does

not understand, at least at first, that it is the

mouthpiece and not the instrument which is most

paramount to the final out-come. Of course both are

required in order to achieve the desired end result.

However if there are problems, it is likely that it is the

mouthpiece which is at fault, not the instrument.

Mouthpieces are serious business for those that

need them, especially those who perform live, at the

very top level, on a daily basis, the proper

mouthpiece is a vital key to success. Thus, most

professional brasswind musicians will admit with a

smile, the instrument is secondary to the

mouthpiece. Musicians may exchange instruments

with each other easily enough with the possibility of a

similar result, but not the case with swapping a

mouthpiece because the mouthpiece is very personal

to the musician using it. Exchanging a mouthpiece

without experience with that mouthpiece, will likely

have detrimental results, for the mouthpiece is the



link between flesh and metal, triggered by the airflow

generated from within the body and soul of the

musician, producing what is often thought of or said

to be for some thousands of years, the sound of the

Gods.

Leonard� D� Vinc� onc� sai�, “simplicit� i� th� ultimat�
i� sophisticatio�”, if thi� i� tru� the� tha� �plain� everythin�
w� ar� abou� t� loo� a�.

This book wishes to expose and make known the

existence of the “language” of mouthpieces, without

scientific explanation, analysis or opinion, rather a direct

testimony in pictures, scans and written notes of the

maker, who in this case, is considered by many of the top

professionals in the field of brass, as one of the very best



“artisans” within the industry of mouthpiece

consultation, customization, and manufacturing, to be

quite possibly, arguably so, the ultimate brass instrument

mouthpiece designer. Perhaps this is because Al Cass

was a scientific minded performing brass musician.

Most average folks, like myself, will have no clue how

to decipher the pages from Al Cass’ notebook, but the

once “cold war era” top secret notes are interesting to

look at and take wonder at the level of sophistication

involved in what most folks have until now, previously

assumed, that all mouthpieces to be basically the same.

The information here should indicate otherwise.

The author hopes this book may also serve as a visual

aid in determining the authenticity of an Al Cass

mouthpiece, for prices can vary greatly as they are among

the most valuable pieces of brass made during mid

century modern times, and like most anything else of

high value,   often  faked. As they say,  “Caveat Emptor!”

Food for thought. Modifications made to an original Al

Cass mouthpiece, altered by most anyone other than Al

Cass himself, will have, in most cases, rendered the

altered example to paperweight status at which point the

mouthpiece in question will likely have little if any value

to the musician, at which time may serve only as an

object d’art suitable only for display and conversation.



It should be noted that Al Cass focused on and catered

to professional musicians and accounts for the extreme

rarity and value of most models and sizes, especially

those original examples which are highly prized and

sought after. Most of the musicians who have and use Al

Cass mouthpieces in their livelihood, consider these tools

of the trade to be priceless.
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Abov�: Fo� Joh� Co�e� Trombonis� B�sto� Symphon�



Al Cass didn’t write everything down on paper, but he did

take some notes. Here they are! Sta�tin� wit� Loui� Armstron�!



Ro� Burro�� - Duk� Ellingto�





























Di� 43



Di� 47













































Abov�: Shar� dresse��, Slid� Hampto� & Cas�



Belo�: Trumm� Youn� doe� i� agai�!









































Abov�: Kid� i� competitio� tha� use� A� Cas� wo� award� an� medal�.











I� th� garag� workshop 10 fee� awa� fro� th� grape� & tomatoe�.









Top row Trumpet 1 series, 2 series, 3 series all 28 throats
Middle row Cornet 1 series 2 series 3 series all 28 throat
Bottom row trumpet to trombone,mellophone, flugelhorn, alto
horn, french horn, trombones T1, T2 & T3, trombone to
trumpet, trombone to cornet/flugel, trombone to bass
trombone 5 and trombone to tuba.





Abov� & belo�  : Se� of 4� &4� prototype�











Sta� Kento� Mellophon� Mouthpiec� Double� abov�





























Abov�: Trombon� ri� t� Trumpe� double�, not� th� shallo� cu�.



Trombon� t� Tub� Sousaphon�









Set of doublers



The oil was created at the request of Dizzy Gillespie and made to his
specifications. Diz liked to see his pictures in the advertisements. The 3

year old boy in the ad is Al’s son Stephen whose picture was used in
every ad, invoice and letterhead since the picture was taken in 1971.



Al Cass with Maynard Ferguson brass section.(above. Earth Wind & Fire
(below)The 3 series “screamer” below is typical of the mouthpiece they

used.





Above: original old stock 3x5

The 3x7 below was never released in the catalog. Here is an example
the author has manufactured and released in 2011. This is the first

official release of the 3x7.Original  3x5 users wonder why this
Piece was not made available to them.







Above: John Birks “Dizzy” Gillespie, Al Cass and Harry “Sweets” Edison



Above: Chuck Connors Duke Ellington

Above: Trummy Young Louis Armstrong



Above: Tony Salvatory Warren Covington

Above: Cass, Gillespie & Dr. Armond Vorce
*Vorce was a demonstrator &i tester  for the Symphonics.

Below  Al Cass booth,  at the Trumpet Guild.



I’ll stand over here to see how it sounds from where you were standing.



Hmmm, very interesting.

Some pics from the brochure and other consultation moments.



I don’t know, take off your
shades and I can see what’s going on.

Above: Jesse Drake Cab Calloway





Below: John Donnelly 1st trumpet Maynard Ferguson



Below: Al’s “Cold War Era” Jazz painting “THE RED MENACE!”







DIzzy Gillespie and his Al Cass in Down Beat Magazine
Is that Al Cass #43 or #47?



The two pieces shown above the diz notes. #43 and #47.



Alfred S. Cassinelli (Al Cass) 1985



Diamond shape musician art by Al Cass





Zoe and Mary, granddaughter and sister of Alfred S. Cassinelli,

As Alfred S. Cassinelli, “Fred”, would want you to know, “If not for my
sister Mary, Al Cass would not exist. All intellectual properties were
transferred to Mary prior to his death. (see transfer above photo)


